Citizen Resolution # 290222
(For Hearing Officer completion)

Hunter Nations actions unaligned with the values of WI stakeholders in the process of natural resources management.

2021 Hunter Nation, an out-of-state lobbying group, used its political lobbying influence to introduce a package of Bills to the WI Legislature that would have significant impact on WI Natural Resources management without input from WI citizens. Bills from Sporting Freedom Act are out of alignment with safety and values of WI Natural Resources stakeholders. One Bill would erode the integrity of the Hunter Ed. Program allowing mentored hunt to satisfy in person field test requirements; another Bill restricting turkey hunting zones and season in opposition to hunter survey results; creating a Sandhill Crane season without seeking public input, which is diverse and emotionally charged and finally hurriedly filing a successful lawsuit forcing WI to conduct a Wolf hunt. Unfortunately, the over harvest of the wolf caused a Federal Judge to put solves back on the endangered species list, causing concern of the WI DNRs wolf management.

Would you support Con. Congress to declare Hunter Nation's actions to be unaligned in the values of WI Nat. Resources Stakeholders.

Additional Information provided by author:
Refer: October 14, 2021 article in Deer and Deer Hunting publication
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Resolutions introduced at each Spring Hearing are public documents under Wisconsin's Open Records law [ss. 19.31 -19.39, Wis. Stats.] and will be posted online for the public to review. Any personally identifiable information will be available to the public but will only be used by the Department for administrative purposes.

Please print typed resolution on 8½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.